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Pacific students wait in line at the congested bookstore during the first week of class

Student Life pleads forgiveness
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University of the Pacific's
sesquicentennial is starting
with a little bit of student in
convenience and many apolo
gies by Vice President of Stu
dent Life, Judy Chambers.
The first event is the Dave
Brubeck festival and concert
which will be held on the
weekend of Thursday, Feb. 1
to Saturday, Feb. 3. Part of the
celebration is the invitation
only black-tie dinner before
the concert on Saturday at 8:00
p.m.
"We have had such a big re
sponse to the event that we
have no place to hold it," said
Chambers. She went on to say
that the Alex Spanos Center is
the only on-campus building
big enough to hold the 750
guests expected to come to the
dinner, but there will be a bas
ketball game that night.
"So our only solution is to
tent the area behind Sorority
Circle in the parking lot," said
Chambers. "We know and
apologize in advance for the

to and from the secured park
ing for the whole week before
and the weekend of the event.
This plan is not completely
worked out yet and they are
hoping to resolve that soon.
But Chambers said, "It would
be a secured lot. Safety is key
in our minds."
"Student Life is working
very close with Public Safety
and other offices on campus to
cause as little inconvenience as
possible. But, we know it's go
ing to be a disruption and I'm
inconvenience it's going to really sorry," said Chambers.
cause primarily for our stu "This is the best evidence for
dents."
the need of a university center
She said that there are about that can hold 1,000 people."
350 spaces in the parking lot
Dave Brubeck is a respected
behind sorority and fraternity and distinguished alumnus of
circles and for the week before Pacific and an internationally
the event, from Sunday, Jan. 28 known jazz pianist.
to Thursday, Feb. 1, about 100
Besides the dinner and the
spaces will not be available for concert on Saturday night the
students to park. Then, for Brubeck Festival will include
that weekend, Friday, Feb. 2 to seminars on Thursday and
Sunday, Feb. 4, there will be no clinics, performances, work
parking at all in that lot.
shops, classes and discussions
Chambers said that their so on Friday.
lution to this temporary incon
For more information on the
venience is to provide secured Brubeck Festival please see the
parking and a shuttle service story in A&E section on pg. 8.

* "We know and
apologize in
advance for the
inconvenience it's
going to cause
primarily for our
students."
-Judy Chambers
Vice President of
Student Life

Far toooften we hear of crime
and theft taking place outside
the university. However, UOP
holds no immunity as three in
dividuals attempted to take, by
knife point, a large undisclosed
amount of cash from the West
Memorial Finance Center dur
ing winter break.
At around 1 p.m. on Monday
Jan. 8, as university employees
were settling in from their after
noon lunches, two non-dis
closed individualsentered the fi
nance center under the pretense
of conducting a transaction.
Soon thereafter, butcher knifes
were produced and the solitary
employee present was ordered
to hand over all funds to the two
individuals.
Cash and checks were hand
ed over to the alleged perpetra
tors in a prompt manner, as the
suspects continued to threaten
the finance center employee on
duty. When the funds were re
ceived, both individuals exited
the building and escaped to a
vehicle waiting outside.
Immediately after the perpe
trators left the building, a call to
the University PublicSafety was
placed divulging the situation.
Dispatch quickly notified the of
ficers on duty and simultane
ously broadcast the same infor
mation to the Stockton Police
Department. Fortunately, a
nearby university staff member
on duty took note of the vetiicle
and relayed this information to
the authorities.
Authorities were praised for
their quick action as the vehicle
was apprehended within min
utes in fraternity circle. A soli
tary third individual was found
driving the vehicle. This person
is reported as not being one of
the two that previously had
robbed the finance center.
Information received from
this individual led authorities to
the residence of the two remain
ing suspects in question. Within
See Finance, page 2
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ASUOP President's Address to the student body
posters for events, obtained
and regularly updated the
ASUOP column in The PacifiOne year ago, Vice President can, improved our web site,
Dan Crangle and I set up 3 sim distributed ASUOP goals and
ple priorities that we felt incor upcoming events through
porated the needs and wants of campus mail and created and
the students. We talked to over distributed the first ASUOP
20 organizations, many stu Phone Directory.
dent leaders and conferred
This semester we want to
with the outgoing administra continue those things that have
tion. Vision, Progress, and been successful tools of com
Community were the three ar munication. Additionally, we
eas that demanded our atten want to establish an e-mail
tion. On all these fronts this database to increase the num
year's administration has been ber of students who receive in
successful.
formation from ASUOP, create
In order to strengthen com and produce a College TV
munication, we have increased Show, establish a Presidents
the number of announcements Roundtable with all of the Aca
on campus e-mail, increased demic School Presidents, Cre
the quality and quantity of our ate a bi-monthly or monthly
RICKY PETERSON

ASUOP President

ASUOP Newsletter to further
update students on pertinent
issues and continue our efforts
to be very visible and accessi
ble. In fact, I am now accessible
to all students 24 hours a day
by pager: 209-512-0477. Or feel
free to talk to me on Friday's
from 6-7 p.m. in Elbert Covell
Dining Hall.
In order to continue
strengthening the relationship
between students and admin
istration, both must come to
the table. I look forward to
once again having our Univer
sity President Donald V.
DeRosa address the Senate this
semester. I hope students will
attend and take advantage of
this and other unique opportu
nities to have your questions

Holiday shopping disappointing
ative effect on consumer confi
Staff Writer
dence.
While in-store turnout was
As many UOPstudents pre lower than in previous years,
pared for winter break, retailers on-line sales grew significant
across the country braced ly as consumers and retailers
themselves for an unpre alike have become more profi
dictable holiday shopping year. cient with e-commerce. Ac
Retail sales nationwide began cording to Jupiter Research, ap
to fall in November 2000, at a proximately 35 million people
time when sales have tradi tion- in the U.S. were planning to
ally been boosted.
buy gifts on-line during the
As the shopping season 2000 holiday season while 20
drew to a close, many compa million shopped on-lineduring
nies had not recovered from the 1999 holiday season.
the November fall, despite
Though on-line retailers saw
their attempts to attract shop an increased shopping turnout,
pers with reduced prices. De the boost was simply not
clining sales corresponded enough for many sites to over
with an economic slowdown come the cost of sustaining web
that retailers say has had a neg retail, which includes main
KATE SALDIN

taining costly warehouses.
Vyhile profits were not as
substantia] in 2000as they were
in 1999, analysts note that the
1999 holiday retail gain was
unusually high, as the stock
market was shooting up and
the economy was booming.
According to Barnard's Retail
Trend Report, the fall from
1999's dramatic high was in
evitable, as exponential growth
could not be expected to con
tinue indefinitely.
While opinions abound re
garding how the economy will
shift in the coming months,
many analystsagree that sales
will settle into a more sustain
able pattern that will slowly
stabilize struggling merchants.

ASUOP plans numerous events
provided, can be purchased in an interest in serving as the
Staff Writer
the ASUOP office with valid senate representative for the
student ID for the special price School of Education. Currently,
Exciting events are in store of only $38. Students are en there is an empty seat available
as ASUOP welcomes Pacific couraged to sign up early as within the Senate that needs to
students to a fresh and new there are a limited number of be filled. All individuals inter
spring semester. On Feb. 23, seats available.
ested are asked to stop by the
the San Jose Sharks take on the
On March 31, ASUOP in ASUOP office as soon as pos
Anaheim Mighty Ducks in a vites Pacific students tosign up sible.
hockey match that is sure to for a trip to Disneyland for
Election packets for all
promise excitement. Tickets to only $50. Pacific students will ASUOP positions are now
this event can be purchased at be transported from the uni available in the ASUOP office
the ASUOP office for $30 with versity to Anaheim. Round- through Feb. 9. Included in the
a valid student ID. Admission trip transportation is provided open positions are President,
and transportation are includ as students will be returned Vice President, Senators and
ed in the purchase price.
Sunday morning, April 1. Grocery Store Manager. All
The annual ASUOP ski trip Again, seats are limited and those interested are asked to
is coming soon and all Pacific students are encouraged to pick up election packets as
students are encouraged to sign up early in the ASUOP of soon as possible. Detailed posi
take part in this exciting event. fice.
tion duties and requirements
Kirkwood lift tickets, with
The call is being placed for can also be found at the
transportation and breakfast any education major that has ASUOP office.
CHRIS HOFFMAN

v

answered and concerns addressed.
Neither this University nor
the Stockton Community have
ever seen such robust pro
gramming as that which has
been provided this year. Ac
cording to the Stockton Record,
of all the events in the Stockton
area in 2000, two of ASUOP's
events were in the top 10. The
number one event in the year
2000 was Bill Maher from Po
litically Incorrect, produced by
ASUOP.
Maintaining financial stabil
ity and making it easy for clubs
and organizations to get mon
ey from ASUOP is an area that
needs continual improvement.
Although our funding policies
and procedures are in need of

review and improvement5' \
have one of the easiest sy5teIt
for distributing funds to s%
dents. It is important for sU
dents to understand that vv itti
the high volume of ASU P
transactions with the Univers,
ty Finance Center, our p1
posed turn-around times ate
not always met. However, C
are working very closely w
the University's auditor a-;
administrators in the Finar;.
Center to identify opp°rtuIi
ties for improved service to t"e
students. We will also begj
discussions about the ad va:.
tages and disadvantages of
coming an incorporated S
dent Government.
I look forward to anotrt
great semester.

Finance

ness as usual here at Pacific.
Counseling is being provr i
by the university for all those&
fected by the recent crime. W
also commented that altho-li
the university finance Stafr::
mains a bit shaken by the inci
dent, they seem tobe recov er::
quite well.
Currently there are no car
eras within the finance ce nte
lobby where the theft occun
However, the university plan
have an adequate system
stalled at a later date. Am thci
ties wish to stress that while
cameras provide a means or de
terring would-be crimin a I;
capturing their likeness on fir
they are not essential to cater;:
thieves after a crime. Authc:
ties' recent success in ajr>rr
hending the alleged, perpetu
tors of this crime are citeci
primary example.

Continued from page 1
the same day, two more arrests
were made as the alleged origi
nal perpetrators were brought
into custody.
According to Russ Wiley, As
sistant Vice President of Market
ing and University Relations,
"The finance center is where
things
get consolidated,
dropped off and deposited." A
great deal of funds may be locat
ed at this particular site, howev
er "the recent theft demonstrat
ed thefolly of trying to engage in
criminal activity on campus."
"Everything worked the way
it was supposed to work," said
Wiley. The alleged perpetrators
of the crime were apprehended
in a timely manner and the miss
ing funds were recovered.
Everything has returned to busi

Council Travel ^
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Faculty Forum

Professor paints personal portrait of art history
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE &L
KELLY O'CONNOR

Guest Writers

A free spirited twenty yearaid Merrill Schleier left Brookyn, N.Y. to pursue her career
in the history of art.
Fresh out of high school,
Schleier had attended City
College of New York (CCNY).
In 1973 she received her Bach
elor's in Art History. It would
only seem natural for her to
jursue a higher degree else
where. So after spending a
year in California, Schleier de
cided to go to University of
California at Berkeley.
After weeding her way
through various prospective
graduate schools, Schleier had
decided on Berkeley for a couale of reasons. "I did research
an the various art history pro
grams, and Berkeley was one
af the top five (art history
schools)," she said. "I also
wanted to study with two speific
professors
at
3erkeley...both had a national
reputation."
Schleier had chosen a uni
versity that suited her and two
rears later in 1976 she earned
ler Master's degree. Pushing
aer education further allowed
schleier to receive her doctor
ate in 1983. Both degrees were
n Art History, a subject that
;he loves.

i_T 6 p t s t i » i
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Schleier enjoyed school, but
felt that the two schools she
went to were like comparing
"apples and oranges". CCNY
was a great school for the de
gree that she was earning, but
Berkeley gave "more personal
attention" to its students,
which is a comfort when going
to graduate school.
Schleier decided that she
wanted to stay on the west
coast because she likes the na
ture, exercising and prefers all
of the qualities of California
over the "grind" of New York.
Getting a job in Art History
can be quite competitive but
Schleier managed to land the
Art History position at UOP.
Getting a job as an art history
professor is no easy feat.
"There might be literally
five jobs in the country in
modern art, and the competi
tion can be rough," explained
Schleier. So in the spring of
1983, when many of us were
still young infants, Dr. Schleier
began her teaching career.
She prefers small liberal arts
colleges to larger universities
and UOP suited her. When
asked about what she likes
about UOP she said, "I like the
size of classes and the conge
niality of the colleagues."
This year, Schleier has much
to be happy about. She is con
tinuing her 36th semester here
and enjoys her new surround

ings in the freshly built geosciences and art buildings on
the southern part of campus.
What used to be the geosciences and art buildings
(Quonset huts) are no longer
being used for Art and Art His
tory classes, and this makes
Schleier very pleased.
"Our new facilities have
larger studios, galleries and
are much cleaner and nicer
than the huts ever were," she
said.
Schleier is the only full-time
Art History professor at UOP.
"UOP has a thriving studio
program and the students
need the consistency of a fulltime professor." There are
many part-time professors, but
Schleier wishes that the school
would realize the importance
in hiring another full-time pro
fessor.
Aside from being UOP's Art
History professor, she also is
the coordinator of Gender
Studies. "It is an interdiscipli
nary program which encom
passes the humanities and the
social sciences," said Schleier.
The program sponsors many
events on campus. "Basically
to make it a more intellectually
stimulating environment."
Schleier helps plan such
events as last year's "Chicana
Identities" and this year's
"Queer Art: Constructions of
Gay and Lesbian Identity"

Don't Flip Burgers
After Graduation!

(209) 982-5056

Become a pilot, add value to your degree, and end up with an exciting career!
The airlines need pilots immediately!
Applicants with college degrees are the most desirable.

Learn to Fly at the Stockton Airport with Advanced Aviation
Stockton Municipal Airport is an excellent training facility with control tower, two runways, and
instrument approaches. Advanced Aviation is a Cessna Pilot Center and teaches in brand new
Cessna 172 Skyhawks with complete IFR instrument packages. Advanced Aviation offers flight
training from Private Pilot License (PPL) up through IFR, Multi-Engine, and Commercial Pilot
Ratings. Advanced Aviation also has the ground school and in-the air training you need to qualify
as a Certified Flight Instructor (CFI).

Earn your pilot's license while attending school!
Greg Dyer, CFII, MFI
Advanced Aviation/Fight Support, Inc.
209-982-5056
www.flystockton.com

Professor Merrill Schleier continues to teach art history and
gender studies at Pacific.
which features seven gay and amined murals on the walls of
lesbian artists from all over Stockton's main post office
California. "Queer Art" will be and presented a paper on the
on display Feb. 18 through architecture and history of the
March 22.
murals.
Schleier is proud of what
Another activity that is new
to Schleier this year is integrat she has accomplished in her
ing other classes with the Art life. She has written one book
History classes. The art histo and several articles and has
ry, history and photography enjoyed the many years that
classes came together last se she has taught at UOP. She
mester to complete the "Mak hopes to stay for many more to
ing Sense of the Stockton Post watch her Art History pro
Office Project." The project ex gram grow.
January 25, 2001
An Open Letter to the Pacific Community:
As many of you know, the University is kicking off its
Sesquicentennial year on February 3rd with a gala dinner and
concert, the latter featuring Pacific's own Dave Brubeck '42.
Due to the unparalleled response to our invitations, more than
750 guests are expected for a black-tie dinner preceding the
8:00 p.m. concert in Faye Spanos Hall.
While we are thrilled with the prospects of having so many
good friends of the University on campus to help launch our
150th anniversary, a group of this size does present us with
some logistical challenges. As there is no indoor venue
available on campus for a dinner of this magnitude, we have
decided to erect a tent in the parking lot behind Sorority Circle
to accommodate our dinner guests. Although the dinner will
be over and done on the 3rd, the tent will, because of set-up
and tear-down procedures, occupy space in the North parking
lot for a full week (from Sunday, January 28th to Sunday,
February 4th). While I expect that only 'A to 1/3 of the lot will
be impacted during that time, I nonetheless wanted to
apologize, in advance, for the inconvenience this may cause a
number of members of the Pacific community, especially
residents of the Greek Houses and Grace Covell.
Please call me (at 6-2392) or e-mail me fimeer@uop.edul if
you would like to discuss this matter further. And thank you,
in advance, for your patience and understanding.
Jappy Birthday Pacific!
ariathan Meer
jde President for University Advancement
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ASUOP President's Address to the student body
RICKY PETERSON

ASUOP President

I;)

One year ago, Vice President
Dan Crangle and I set up 3 sim
ple priorities that we felt incor
porated the needs and wants of
the students. We talked to over
20 organizations, many stu
dent leaders and conferred
with the outgoing administra
tion. Vision, Progress, and
Community were the three ar
eas that demanded our atten
tion. On all these fronts this
year's administration has been
successful.
In order to strengthen com
munication, we have increased
the number of announcements
on campus e-mail, increased
the quality and quantity of our

posters for events, obtained
and regularly updated the
ASUOP column in The Pacifican, improved our web site,
distributed ASUOP goals and
upcoming events through
campus mail and created and
distributed the first ASUOP
Phone Directory.
This semester we want to
continue those things that have
been successful tools of com
munication. Additionally, we
want to establish an e-mail
database to increase the num
ber of students who receive in
formation from ASUOP, create
and produce a College TV
Show, establish a Presidents
Roundtable with all of the Aca
demic School Presidents, Cre
ate a bi-monthly or monthly

ASUOP Newsletter to further
update students on pertinent
issues and continue our efforts
to be very visible and accessi
ble. In fact, I am now accessible
to all students 24 hours a day
by pager: 209-512-0477. Or feel
free to talk to me on Friday's
from 6-7 p.m. in Elbert Covell
Dining Hall.
In order to continue
strengthening the relationship
between students and admin
istration, both must come to
the table. I look forward to
once again having our Univer
sity President Donald V.
DeRosa address the Senate this
semester. I hope students will
attend and take advantage of
this and other unique opportunities to have your questions

Holiday shopping disappointing
KATE SALDIN

Staff Writer

As many UOPstudents pre
pared for winter break, retailers
across the country braced
themselves for an unpre
dictable holiday shopping year.
Retail sales nationwide began
to fall in November 2000, at a
time when sales have tradition
ally been boosted.
As the shopping season
drew to a close, many compa
nies had not recovered from
the November fall, despite
their attempts to attract shop
pers with reduced prices. De
clining sales corresponded
with an economic slowdown
that retailers say has had a neg

ative effect on consumer confi
dence.
While in-store turnout was
lower than in previous years,
on-line sales grew significant
ly as consumers and retailers
alike have become more profi
cient with e-commerce. Ac
cording toJupiter Research, ap
proximately 35 million people
in the U.S. were planning to
buy gifts on-line during the
2000 holiday season while 20
million shopped on-lineduring
the 1999 holiday season.
Though on-line.retailers saw
an increased shopping turnout,
the boost was simply not
enough for many sites to over
come the cost of sustaining web
retail, which includes main

taining costly warehouses.
\yhile profits were not as
substantial in 2000 as they were
in 1999, analysts note that the
1999 holiday retail gain was
unusually high, as the stock
market was shooting up and
the economy was booming.
According to Barnard's Retail
Trend Report, the fall from
1999's dramatic high was in
evitable, as exponential growth
could not be expected to con
tinue indefinitely.
While opinions abound re
garding how the economy will
shift in the coming months, *
many analysts agree thatsales
will settle into a more sustain
able pattern that will slowly
stabilize struggling merchants.

answered and concerns ad
dressed.
Neither this University nor
the Stockton Community have
ever seen such robust pro
gramming as that which has
been provided this year. Ac
cording to the Stockton Record,
of all the events in theStockton
area in 2000, two of ASUOP's
events were in the top 10. The
number one event in the year
2000 was Bill Maher from Po
litically Incorrect, produced by
ASUOP.
Maintaining financial stabil
ity and making it easy for clubs
and organizations to get mon
ey from ASUOP is an area that
needs continual improvement.
Although our funding policies
and procedures are in need of

review and improvements,
have one of the easiest sys^eiii
for distributing funds to s'k
dents. It is important for s *
dents to understand that "v^1
the high volume of ASO^
transactions with the LJrn
ty Finance Center, our pro
posed turn-around tim^s
not always met. Howe ve r,
are working very closely vv
the University's auditor &•:
administrators in the piner :;
Center to identify opportui
ties for improved service to te
students. We will also fc>e ga
discussions about the a<d v si
lages and disadvantages or «•
coming an incorporated rr
dent Government.
I look forward to anoth:
great semester.

Finance

ness as usual here at Pacifi c
Counseling is being pro\"J Od
by the university for all tirose
fectedby the recent crime. W:
also commented that altlno
the university finance staf:
mains a bit shaken by tin.e ir~:
dent, they seem to be reco\er
quite well.
Currently there are no cr sz
eras within the finance ce n
lobby where the theft occeirr
However, the university plarj
have an adequate system
stalled at a later date. Au tin c:
ties wish to stress that xvh:
cameras provide a means or .
terring would-be crimina I ~
capturing their likeness on file
they are not essential to catcm
thieves after a crime. AutHc:
ties' recent success ir\
hending the alleged perp «= r
tors of this crime are citocd ,aprimary example.

Continued from page 7
the same day, two more arrests
were made as the alleged origi
nal perpetrators were brought
into custody.
According to Russ Wiley, As
sistant Vice President of Market
ing and University Relations,
"The finance center is where
things get consolidated,
dropped off and deposited." A
great deal of funds may belocat
ed at this particular site, howev
er "the recent theft demonstrat
ed the folly of trying toengage in
criminal activity on campus."
"Everything worked the way
it was supposed to work," said
Wiley. The alleged perpetrators
of the crime were apprehended
in a timely manner and the miss
ing funds were recovered.
Everything has returned to busi

ASUOP plans numerous events
CHRIS HOFFMAN

Staff Writer

!

Exciting events are in store
as ASUOP welcomes Pacific
students to a fresh and new
spring semester. On Feb. 23,
the San Jose Sharks take on the
Anaheim Mighty Ducks in a
hockey match that is sure to
promise excitement. Tickets to
this event can be purchased at
the ASUOP office for $30 with
a valid student ID. Admission
and transportation are includ
ed in the purchase price.
The annual ASUOP ski trip
is coming soon and all Pacific
students are encouraged to
take part in this exciting event.
Kirkwood lift tickets, with
transportation and breakfast

provided, can be purchased in
the ASUOP office with valid
student ID for the special price
of only $38. Students are en
couraged to sign up early as
there are a limited number of
seats available.
On March 31, ASUOP in
vites Pacific students to sign up
for a trip to Disneyland for
only $50. Pacific students will
be transported from the uni
versity to Anaheim. Roundtrip transportation is provided
as students will be returned
Sunday morning, April 1.
Again, seats are limited and
students are encouraged to
sign up early in the ASUOP of
fice.
The call is being placed for
any education major that has

an interest in serving as the
senate representative for the
School of Education. Currently,
there is an empty seat available
within the Senate that needs to
be filled. All individuals inter
ested are asked to stop by the
ASUOP office as soon as pos
sible.
Election packets for all
ASUOP positions are now
available in the ASUOP office
through Feb. 9. Included in the
open positions are President,
Vice President, Senators and
Grocery Store Manager. All
those interested are asked to
pick up election packets as
soon as possible. Detailed posi
tion duties and requirements
can also be found at the
ASUOP office.

*LONDON

$381

PARIS

$398

MILAN

$391

MEXICO CITY $348
COSTA RICA

$507
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m fares, prices do not include tax and some restrictions
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6000 J. St. University Union, CSUS
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Professor paints personal portrait of art history
IICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE &
KELLY O'CONNOR

juest Writers

A free spirited twenty yearaid Merrill Schleier left Brook
lyn, N.Y. to pursue her career
pn the history of art.
Fresh out of high school,
Schleier had attended City
College of New York (CCNY).
[In 1973 she received her Bach
elor's in Art History. It would
anly seem natural for her to
aursue a higher degree else
where. So after spending a
pear in California, Schleier de
cided to go to University of
California at Berkeley.
After weeding her way
through various prospective
graduate schools, Schleier had
decided on Berkeley for a cou
ple of reasons. "I did research
an the various art history pro
grams, and Berkeley was one
pf the top five (art history
Schools)," she said. "I also
wanted to study with two spe
cific
professors
at
3erkeley...both had a national
eputation."
Schleier had chosen a uni
versity that suited her and two
pears later in 1976 she earned
per Master's degree. Pushing
per education further allowed
Schleier to receive her doctor
ate in 1983. Both degrees were
In Art History, a subject that
she loves.

ij o t
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Schleier enjoyed school, but
felt that the two schools she
went to were like comparing
"apples and oranges". CCNY
was a great school for the de
gree that she was earning, but
Berkeley gave "more personal
attention" to its students,
which is a comfort when going
to graduate school.
Schleier decided that she
wanted to stay on the west
coast because she likes the na
ture, exercising and prefers all
of the qualities of California
over the "grind" of New York.
Getting a job in Art History
can be quite competitive but
Schleier managed to land the
Art History position at UOP.
Getting a job as an art history
professor is no easy feat.
"There might be literally
five jobs in the country in
modern art, and the competi
tion can be rough," explained
Schleier. So in the spring of
1983, when many of us were
still young infants, Dr.Schleier
began her teaching career.
She prefers small liberal arts
colleges to larger universities
and UOP suited her. When
asked about what she likes
about UOP she said, "I like the
size of classes and the conge
niality of the colleagues."
This year, Schleier has much
to be happy about. She is con
tinuing her 36th semester here
and enjoys her new surround

ings in the freshly built geosciences and art buildings on
the southern part of campus.
What used to be the geosciences and art buildings
(Quonset huts) are no longer
being used for Art and Art His
tory classes, and this makes
Schleier very pleased.
"Our new facilities have
larger studios, galleries and
are much cleaner and nicer
than the huts ever were," she
said.
Schleier is the only full-time
Art History professor at UOP.
"UOP has a thriving studio
program and the students
need the consistency of a fulltime professor." There are
many part-time professors, but
Schleier wishes that the school
would realize the importance
in hiring another full-time pro
fessor.
Aside from being UOP's Art
History professor, she also is
the coordinator of Gender
Studies. "It is an interdiscipli
nary program which encom
passes the humanities and the
social sciences," said Schleier.
The program sponsors many
events on campus. "Basically
to make it a more intellectually
stimulating environment."
Schleier helps plan such
events as last year's "Chicana
Identities" and this year's
"Queer Art: Constructions of
Gay and Lesbian Identity"

Don't Flip Burgers
After Graduation!

(209) 982-5056

Become a pilot, add value to your degree, and end up with an exciting career!

The airlines need pilots immediately!
Applicants with college degrees are the most desirable.

Learn to Fly at the Stockton Airport with Advanced Aviation
Stockton Municipal Airport is an excellent training facility with control tower, two runways, and
instrument approaches. Advanced Aviation is a Cessna Pilot Center and teaches in brand new
Cessna 172 Skyhawks with complete IFR instrument packages. Advanced Aviation offers flight
training from Private Pilot License (PPL) up through IFR, Multi-Engine, and Commercial Pilot
Ratings. Advanced Aviation also has the ground school and in-the air training you need to qualify
| as a Certified Flight Instructor (CFI).

Earn your pilot's license while attending school!

Greg Dyer, CFII, MFI
Advanced Aviation/Fight Support, Inc.
209-982-5056
www.flystockton.com

Professor Merrill Schleier continues to teach art history and
gender studies at Pacific.
which features seven gay and amined murals on the walls of
lesbian artists from all over Stockton's main post office
California. "Queer Art" will be and presented a paper on the
on display Feb. 18 through architecture and history of the
March 22.
murals.
Another activity that is new
Schleier is proud of what
to Schleier this year is integrat she has accomplished in her
ing other classes with the Art life. She has written one book
History classes. The art histo and several articles and has
ry, history and photography enjoyed the many years that
classes came together last se she has taught at UOP. She
mester to complete the "Mak hopes to stay for many more to
ing Sense of the Stockton Post watch her Art History pro
Office Project." The project ex gram grow.
January 25, 2001
An Open Letter to the Pacific Community:
As many of you know, the University is kicking off its
Sesquicentennial year on February 3rd with a gala dinner and
concert, the latter featuring Pacific's own Dave Brubeck '42.
Due to the unparalleled response to our invitations, more than
750 guests are expected for a black-tie dinner preceding the
8:00 p.m. concert in Faye Spanos Hall.
While we are thrilled with the prospects of having so many
good friends of the University on campus to help launch our
150th anniversary, a group of this size does present us with
some logistical challenges. As there is no indoor venue
available on campus for a dinner of this magnitude, we have
decided to erect a tent in the parking lot behind Sorority Circle
to accommodate our dinner guests. Although the dinner will
be over and done on the 3rd, the tent will, because of set-up
and tear-down procedures, occupy space in the North parking
lot for a full week (from Sunday, January 28th to Sunday,
February 4th). While I expect that only 'A to 1/3 of the lot will
be impacted during that time, I nonetheless wanted to
apologize, in advance, for the inconvenience this may cause a
number of members of the Pacific community, especially
residents of the Greek Houses and Grace Covell.
Please call me (at 6-2392) or e-mail me (imeer@uop.edu') if
you would like to discuss this matter further. And thank you,
in advance, for your patience and understanding.
lappy Birthday Pacific!
qnathan Meet
de President for University Advancement

ELIZABETH BUCKLEY
OP-ED EDITOR
OPINION@THEPACIFICAN.COM
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It's 2001, and big brother is still watching

In the mid 1970's
197f)'s a man
who previously owned a ninefoot pet python, a skunk and a
mongoose found the key to
encryption and Internet priva
cy.
During an age where per
sonal computers weren't
household must-haves and
the Internet was just a gleam
in A1 Gore's eye, Bailey Whit
field Diffie (Whit Diffie for
short) devised a plan on en
crypting personal computer
information. This type of
technology was only available
to the National Security
Agency at that time.
People have taken advan
tage of the perks of cell
phones and the Internet.
Modern technology permits
them to contact anyone across
the globe.
Rather than wait several
days or weeks for "snail mail"
(conventional postal mail) to
bring that long awaited letter,
people have opted to boot up
their thousand-dollar computers and send a quick five second message via e-mail, or
dial up on their phones.
r\
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We all value our privacy,
but there are times when
pesky busybodies violate our
privacy. If Bob Maluga writes
a steamy declaration of love email to Alice, he wouldn't ex
pect it to be intercepted along
the way. It would be embar
rassing if his nosy coworkers
got a hold of the e-mail.
Diffie's concept of encryp
tion is then enforced. In order
for Bob's e-mail not to fall into
the hands of his enemies, he
uses a type of software that
will encrypt the message with
a theoretical private key. His
message is then encoded and
can only be opened by the Al
ice, the person the e-mail is
addressed to.
It is quite a lengthy and
complicated explanation on
how these "keys" work, but to
make it short, this type of soft
ware makes it harder for peo
ple to break the code.
This software is not just for
encrypting e-mail, but rather
any computer application
possible,
In a world where everything is everyone's business,
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Diffie along with his faculty
advisor, Marty Hellman had
devised a way for people to
keep what was left of their
dwindling private lives, pri
vate.
Since then, many devices
were developed in keeping a
person's personal business
hush-hush. In 1992 AT&T
marketed a Telephone Securi
ty Device to the willing public,
which ensured secure phone
lines.
[The government
freaked at the idea of having
no control in listening in on
conversations.]
Why would the govern
ment frantically scramble to
find a way through encryp
tion?
Simple; terrorists,
crooks and any person
deemed a threat to the stabili
ty of the nation.
Privacy is only good for
those who have done nothing
wrong, but how would the
government know who's been
naughty if they can't tap in on
phone lines?
The fight for privacy went
on. Big brother fought to keep
tabs on his citizens, while op
r\:
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ponents pushed to keep their
rights. Technology such as the
encryption software was an
asset to privacy lovers. No
one wants their dirty laundry
splattered across national
headlines.
My private life is no one's
business except mine and I
definitely don't want to know
yours. The government tends
to think differently.
In the process of weeding
out the terrorists and bad
guys, the government also vi
olates the rights of the average
citizen
by
rummaging
through e-mails and tapping
phone lines.
E-mails can't easily be
deleted and forgotten. They
remain in the Internet oblivion
and can be effortlessly re
trieved by the NSA or anyone
with competence in computer
know-how.
The government fought for
half a decade for the right to
decode encrypted messages.
Their battle was lost and now
our freedom to privacy lives
on with the miracle wonders
of cryptology.
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Housing policy assumes students have another home
LISA HOFFMAN

Staff Writer

The winter break housing
policy needs to change. Not
every student is able to go
home during the break for
one reason or another and
some of these students, like
myself, don't have a home
outside of UOP.
Although the majority of
students aren't in this unfor
tunate position, I think that

enough of us are to warrant
a change. The University
should have a dorm that is
open during the full academ
ic year for students without
a place to stay.
Residential Life and Hous
ing are already aware that not
everyone has a place to go
during the break or they
wouldn't allow some stu
dents to stay on campus dur
ing the winter break.
Those who stayed in the

available "guest rooms" over
the break paid a non-refund
able fee of $12 a night which
was charged to the student
account.
This amounted to $264 for
a three week stay on the cam
pus! In addition to tuition
payments, lab fees and book
expenses, that $264 is a finan
cial burden considering we
already pay an average of
$6,000 a semester to live on
campus.

Rather than closing all of
the dorms and charging those
who must stay on campus be
cause they are unable to go
home during break, Residen
tial Life and Housing could
compile a list of students in
need of this particular accom
modation during registration
and orientation.
This doesn't seem too ex
treme considering that other
universities such as Stanford
have living facilities that are

UOP students are very judgmental
about my pregnancy were of
ten unbelievably rude. The
question,
"How
many
In this age of acceptance months are you?" was in
when almost anything goes, evitably followed by "How
some very archaic cultural long have you been mar
taboos have been left stand ried?" Then I watched as a
ing. If you don't believe me, visible process of counting
then try being pregnant at ensued.
UOP as I was in the Fall of
Of course, there were also
2000.
people who were incredibly
I think the thing that sur kind to me—for the most part
prised me most was the al my professors and re-entry
most Victorian silenie that students. There were people
shrouded my "condition." I who were interested in me
thought that people would and my developing baby and
talk about it and would ask there were classes in which I
me questions, but they did felt comfortable in my own
n't. Most of them just looked stretched-out skin.
at me in this really weird
For the most part, though,
way, as if to say, "Oh my my months of pregnancy at
gosh, I wonder if she knows UOP were very awkward and
she's pregnant."
I thought this was odd. Af
Those who did talk to me ter all, without pregnancy
VIRGINIA CIDDENS

Staff Writer

none of us would exist. It is
an entirely normal thing, yet
I felt like the bearer of the
scarlet letter or some bizarre
disease.
Why is it that the openmindedness present on our
college campus grinds to a
halt before something as be
nign as a pregnancy? Is the
career-drive so strong that
most university students can
no longer comprehend why
anyone would want to have a
family?
I don't know the answers,
but I do know that people
need to examine their ideas
about pregnant women. The
size of our bellies has nothing
to do with the size of our
brains. The act of bearing a
child is one that brings pride,
not shame. Finally, a woman

Pacific Recreation presents
3 TARGET

TR A I N I N G
St F I T N E S S
"""""

1
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K3833
^MRINRMRRM, J

JMfrmfss™ m m m m u m
February 2,4:00pm - 0:00pm
lentry forms available at the Fitness centerJ

Teams of 4 (2 men and 2 women) compete as individuals and as a team.

Entry Deadline is January 3 1 s t @ 5pm
Contestants will compete in (FOUR) 4 events:
1. Speed, agility and quickness 2. Crunches and push-ups
3. Stairmaster Challenge
4. Strength Challenge

who is pregnant in university
classes has certainly not giv
en up on her career.

open year round.
Although many other col
leges and universities share
our same housing policy, this
doesn't make it the right pol
icy.
In order to change it, we
need to let Residential Life
and Housing know that there
is a problem. Then maybe,
things will change around
here and an example can be
set for other universities.

Anna' \ f\yohic<
fe ftJiM and lapd ^ead'.nc
Palm Readings $5.00
J)

944-5854
U19 £ Harding Way

The Pacifican is now accepting
applications for advertising
representatives. If you are
interested in gaining business
experience, call us for more
information at 946-2114.

Elbert and Grace Covell

Events

Feb. 1 Root Beer Floats (dinner)
Feb. 2 Make your own pizza (dinner) Elbert only
Feb. 5 Classic Salads (dinner)
Feb. 8 Steak Night (dinner)
Feb. 13 Soul Food Night (dinner)
Feb. 14 Sweet Heart Sundae Bar (dinner)
Feb. 22 Cherry Pie A La Mode, (dinner)

Redwood Room
Feb. 2 Fabulous 50's Theme Meal
Feb. 14 Sweetheart Theme Meal
Feb. 23 Chef Wendell's Soul Food

Summit
Feb. 2 Fabulous 50's Theme
Feb. 14 Sweetheart Specials
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The environment will suffer under President Bush
KARISA CLOWARD

Staff Writer

I
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As President George W.
Bush begins his tenure in the
White House, several ques
tions confront the American
people. One issue that must
raise serious concern regards
the importance of Alaskan
animals in comparison to
Alaskan oil. Which should
we value more highly?
In a campaign promise,
Bush vowed to open up eight
percent, or approximately 1.5
million acres of the Arctic Na
tional
Wildlife
Refuge
(ANWR) to oil companies for
drilling.
This same coastal land, ac
cording to Federal wildlife
officials, remains the only
portion of the reserve where
caribou birth their young. Po
lar bears create their dens

and snow geese stop in
preparations for migration.
Clearly, an urgent reason
must exist for our new presi
dent to willingly
jeopardize the
safety and secu
rity of these ani
mals,
right?
Think again. The
sole purpose be
hind the former
Texas oilman's
plan to let the oil
companies have
their way with
what is left of
American
wilderness, is to save the av
erage SUV-driving consumer
a few cents on gas.
Instead of degrading pre
cious natural resources
everytime prices jump, we
should see this as an oppor
tunity to reduce our fuel use

now and in the future. Bush
claims he wants to open the
reserve to reduce the nation's
dependency on foreign oil

such as electricity to propel
cars, for example, we might
have been able to prevent the
strain OPEC's price hikes
have created.
Yet it is not too
late. Now would
be an excellent
time for Presi
dent Bush to put
aside short-term
political gain in
favor of longterm environ
mental and fiscal
well being. This
country has the
potential
not
only to protect itself from the
air pollution caused by gaso
line emissions, but also to
protect a valuable portion of
its wilderness.
ANWR, or for that matter,
any region within the U.S.
where Bush hopes to explore

'The sole purpose behind the
former Texas oilman's plan to let
the oil companies have their way
with what is left of American
wilderness, is to save the
average SUV-driving consumer
a few cents on gas."
producing countries, but a
more
environmentally
friendly method to reduce
that dependency requires us
to seek out alternative
sources of energy. If the U.S.
showed any real dedication
to finding cleaner resources,

for oil, deserves better than to
be degraded because our rep-1
resentatives in Washington
refuse to look out for the best
interest of the land, the ani
mals, and even, by extenua
tion, the people.
Our environment took a
severe beating in the last cen
tury, but the trend in the
1990s was toward conserva
tion and protection.
If President Bush is
lowed to succeed in his pla
we could be sent dowi
dangerous path to revers
our recent progress,
drilling is permitted in Al
ka, what next?
There is some questi
about where oil drilling
in to the notion of compa
sionate conservatism. If Bi
has any at all, his compassi
is certainly not for the ar
mals of our 49th state.
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Cuisine from Middle East far from fast food craze
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This restaurant is far from tion of filet mignon and a
the fast food frenzy. The skewer of beef. His dinner
small menu of items offers a also came with saffron fla
Location: 1213 E.
glimpse into the world of vored rice and a grilled toma
Hammer Lane
Middle Eastern cuisine. At a to.
Hours: 2:30 to 10 p.m.
reasonable price, patrons can
My second companion de
Tues.-Sun.; closed!
sample the juiciest chicken, cided chicken was what she
Mondays.
quail, fish, lamb or beef.
wanted, so she ordered the
Phone number: (209)
Before our order came up, chicken kabob dish featuring
957-8006
my companions and I boneless pieces of chicken
dine in or take out.
Payment: cash or checks
munched on herbs, feta marinated in special mild
cheese and flat bread (naan). spices ($8.95).
The herbs consisted of neatly
Sprinkled on each kabob
presented green onions, dish was sumac, which is
In North Stockton, settled cilantro and red beets.
dried wild berries, crushed
behind an old Kentucky
Shahriar and Samira Tash, into a powder. Overall the
Fried Chicken restaurant and owners and operators of food was an excellent change
a liquor store is a hidden Per Shishkabob, explained that it from burgers and fries over
sian Eastern treasure.
is traditional in Iran to eat Winter Break.
Instead of finding a bounty herbs and bread before a
Shishkabob's
unusual
of worldly goods to fill the meal. However, the tradi hours were due to Samira's
greedy eye, a person can find tional herbs of fresh lemon full-time school schedule and
the riches of kabob— shishk- basil, watercress and mint daughter.
abob that is. The restaurant could not be found readily
However, kabobs can easi
named after its specialty food available in Stockton.
ly be enjoyed as late lunch
is located amidst the fast food
During dinner I opted to and dinner dishes. My com
junkie paradise on East Ham try the beef burger koubideh panions and I enjoyed our
mer Lane.
($7.95). Two thick strands of dinner surrounded by copies
Since its opening three ground beef were served next of paintings by Farchian, an
years ago, Shishkabob to a bed of saffron flavored Iranian artist and rug maker.
Restaurant caters to Middle rice and a juicy grilled toma
The Shishkabob Restau
Eastern patrons and various to.
rant receives a rating of three
students at UOP. It is a hid
One of my companions and a half out of five for its
den treasure that should be chose to try Soltani ($10.95), delectable food and warm
known to all students at UOP. which is a kabob combi na service.
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

Senior Staff Writer

\bove: Iranian
usine showcased
it Shish Kabob
Yestaurant by UOP
\ampus.
light: Owners
\hariar and SamiIa Tash offer
yleasant service
vith a smile to
Xustomers.

irector Guy Ritchie Shows His Talent with 'Snatch'
AIKE DELORENZO

jtaff Writer

What do you get when you
trow together members of an
Imlicensed boxing circuit, a
Russian ex-KGB agent, a coufle of Jewish fences, some petthieves, a voracious dog
Ind a pack of Gypsies?
•Snatch," a phenomenal film
piat takes the black comedy
Jrom a slight chuckle to a
Irain aneurysm.
Making a name for himself
kith his 1998 film "Lock,
Itock, and Two Smoking Bar
kis, ' Guy Ritchie took a tour
|e force in the genre of the
langster film. This new pop
lulture take on the gangster
Itereotype, deftly couples a
llick underworld with its dy
namic characters, who not
Inly have a flair for the flagi
tious lifestyle but the ability to

blend humor with the
macabre.
Writer/director Quentin
Tarantino introduced the
loveable lawlessness of Vin
cent and Jules in "Pulp Fic
tion" sparking a multitude of
films playing on the role of
the criminal as the fashion
able gangster who is too cool
for school. Guy Ritchie takes
it to the next step utilizing the
glamorization of the illicit as a
canvas of chaos for a magnifi
cent band of misfits.
Now for those of you who
have seen "Lock, Stock and
Two Smoking Barrels," you
are aware of the kaleidoscope
of criminal characters, and for
those of you who are familiar
with the likes of the English
gangster films such as "The
Long Good Friday," and "Get
Carter," (the original not the
Stallone damp squib) you get

a picture of the harshness of
English crime life. Why not
look at the horror as humor?
That's exactly what Ritchie
does. From "Brick Top's" ob
session with man-eating pigs
to "Bullet Tooth Tony's" 45caliber dental work, "Snatch"
is loaded with a whimsical
portrayal of the brutality and
deceit of the underworld.
The film parallels the story
of "Franky Four Fingers"
heist of an 84-carat diamond
with "Turkish's" plan to make
money in the unlicensed box
ing circuit. Each of these fel
lows encounters a cavalcade
of characters with great un
derworld pseudonyms like
"Brick Top," "Doug the
Head," "Mad Fist Willy" and
"Boris the Blade." The film is
one big flashback telling the
tale of how it is that "Turkish"
the boxing manager and his

hapless partner Tommy end
up with an 84-carat diamond.
Everyone is out for something
and at times it can be over
whelming. Despite tricky
plot lines, which have every
one in the hot seat regardless
of their place in the criminal

hierarchy, the film delivers an
astounding climax that nei
ther admonishes nor extri
cates the criminal world.
The film boasts a madcap
cast of talented actors, and
while most American viewers
See Snatch, page 9

Brad Pitt stars in new comedy as Gypsy boxer "Snatch."
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'Thirteen Days' relives Cuban Missile Crisis with actio

fU-WIRF.l PITTSBURGH
PTTT8RT TECH
[U-WIRE]
How close did we really come
to nuclear war in the 1962
Cuban missile crisis? Was it so
close that when presidential
adviser Kenny O'Donnell
(Kevin Costner) saw the sun
rise on the 13th day of the cri
sis, it brought him to tears?
I wouldn't know for sure,
but after watching "Thirteen
Days," I believe it did, and
what more could you ask from
a movie?
"Thirteen Days" is a histori
cal thriller, though Hollywood
screenwriters have tainted it a
bit - but if you go to the movies
for a history lesson you
shouldn't be in college.
For those who aren't famil
iar with the history, in 1962, an
American spy plane caught
sight of some medium-range
nuclear weapons being built in
Cuba. "Mother Russia" was
planning something big. The
answer for President John F.
Kennedy was simple - the

.

weapons had to be removed,
but how could the United
States force Russia out of Cuba
without starting a nuclear war?
This is the story about how that
decision was made and the
price America could have paid
if not for a few noble men.
The problems that JFK faced
were immense, but those paled
in comparison to the ones
faced by Ernest R. May and
Philip D. Zelikow (the two
screen writers). How can you
make a war movie without a
war? At a time when the sides
weren't clear, where do you
find an antagonist?
This was solved by focusing
on the tension between the
war-hungry generals and the
Kennedy family. The lack of
overt action was solved with
many noticeable techniques one was done with amazing
casting, and the other was in
the arts of the camera.
One moment the viewers are
watching JFK on an old black
J

,

.,
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and white television, the next
you are transcended through
the screen into a scene in White
House. It's shots like this that
submerge us into this golden
age of American history.
Casting lesser-known actors
Bruce Greenwood ("Double
Jeopardy") as JFK and Steven
Culp ("J.A.G.") as Robert
Kennedy was brilliant - it's
hard to remember that you're
watching actors. The bonds be
tween the three old friends, the
two Kennedys and O'Donnell,
are portrayed with such talent
that they totally make the film.
I'm not 50 years old, so I
can't go into any stories about
what it was like sitting in a
classroom, huddled around a
television, waiting to see JFK
tell us everything was going to
be all right. No, I just sat down
for "Thirteen Days" like I
would for any film, but I got a
a
sense of what it might have felt
like to be my parents during
Kevin Costner, Bruce Greenwood and Steven Culp star in :
that time.
New Line Cinema'sjnew
new uiurnu,
drama, 'Thirteen
Days.'
1 nuiceri lsuys.
1

Brubeck Festival to begin Anniversary Celebration
from the
the Universitv
nf the Pa
from
University of
cific Conservatory of Music.
The members of the Quartet
The Brubeck Festival 2001 will also present clinics on jazz
will soon kick off University of performance and improvisa
the Pacific's yearlong Sesqui- tion.
centennial Celebration. The
The Dave Brubeck Quartet
highlight
of
. this occasion is a will perform during the reguconcert performed by the Dave larly scheduled Conservatory
Brubeck Quartet, the Universi- of Music Solo Class in Faye
ty Symphony and Choral En- Spanos Concert Hall on Friday,
semble on Saturday, February February 2 beginning at 12:30
3 at 8 p.m. in the Faye Spanos p.m
Concert Hall on the UOP cam
The University of the Pacif
pus. Tickets for the concert are ic Campus Community is in
available at the University vited. Also, visiting students
Ticket Office in Long Theatre, and faculty as well as persons
telephone (209) 946-2867.
from the Stockton area civic
Concurrently, the Brubeck communities are invited to at
Festival 2001 celebrates the in tend this performance. There
auguration of The Brubeck In will be no admission charge.
stitute at the University of the
A feature of the Brubeck Fes
Pacific scheduled for February tival 2001 is a roundtable dis
1 through February 3 at the cussion session "The Brubeck
UOP campus in Stockton, Cal Legacy". A host of guests will
ifornia.
join Dave and Iola Brubeck to
The public is invited to Fes exchange anecdotes of person
tival events and performances al and professional relation
free of charge except for the ships and experiences that
February 3 concert. All Festi have contributed to the phe
val events will be presented at nomenon of Brubeck's career,
the I OP Conservatory of Mu- influences and legacy.
S1C;.
,
, ,
Other highlights of this
Members of the Dave event include numerous semiBrubeck Quartet will be partic- nars including "Music Man
dating in the Festival. Bobby agement and Business" and
Militello - Saxophone, Chris "Sociology and Music." The
Brubeck - Bass, Randy Jones - latter will deal with the generDrums, and Dave Brubeck - Pi- al questions such as, what is
ano will conduct master class- the place of music in society,
es. with participating studqn ts.. and what.impact doessociety
< « «
'
i
THE PACIFICAN

(Press Release)

J.L

„
°n music?
For this occasion The StockCollege student friends will ton Symphony Orchestra comfocus
cus on highlights
hiobWFtc of
r\f Brubeck missioned Brubeck to compose
as a student and musician an original orchestral composi
while attending the College of tion. The performance will be
the Pacific (1938-1942). This conducted by Peter Jaffe at the
event will take place in Faye Atherton Auditorium on the
Spanos Concert Hall, on Fri Delta College campus in Stock
day, February 2 at 8 p.m.
ton.
The Stockton Symphony Or
The concert will be per
chestra collaborates in cele formed again on Saturday, Feb
brating the University's ruary 10 at 6 p.m. Maestro Jaffe
Sesquicentennial and the inau will present a pre-concert lec
guration of The Brubeck Insti ture beginning at 5:45 p.m. on
tute.
Saturday. For more ticket inr
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HOLIDAY CINEMA 8
13262 WEST LANE STOCKTON - 9b:
AU LUCASFiUvt TMX CERTIFIES AiJD'

fTHE WEDDING PLANNER (PG13: •_
|DAILY <2:60. 620} 7:50,10.15 EARLY SHOW FR-5U»

I SNATCH (R) NO****,

I OAltY. 12:15, 4:35}?:1Q. 9:36 EARLY SHOW HK-S

|THE GIFT (R)
1QAHlY. <2 20, 500) 7:45, 10:20 EARLY SHOW

I CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON

&

|
OAILY. a AS.4.30}7 20. 10-00 EARLYSHOW FR.-S.-N

I DOUBLE TAKE (PG13)
1W (£30.450} 7:30,fl 40 EARLY SHOWFRHSUM {1220

•CAST AWAY (PG13)
I OMLY (*4S> Ifflt 10OS EARLY 5MCW FKfcSUK <12 40}

Custom Screen Printing
In-House Art Dept.
Multi Color Printing
// Quantity Discounts

IMISS CONGENIALITY <PG13)
1SW-Y £00,4:40} 7:4ft l&ltt EARLYSMCW

i '• :

1WHAT WOMEN WANT (PG13)
%DAK.Y-

I

4 20) 7:15. &5SEARLY SHOW R?i*SL ><

REGENCY CINEMAS 7899 ETNA LANE STOCKTON - 957

SHADOW
OF
THE
VAMPIRE
<PG13> "OM.Y <215.433)
7.1ft
S3& EARLY
SHOW FRKSUN

THE PLEDGE (R)

Fulfilling all Your Apparel Needs
T-Shirts, Jackets, Hats, Sweat Shirts,
Pants, Uniforms and Shorts, Etc.
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formation telephone the 5:
ton Symphony Associate:
fice at (209) 951-0196.

We've Moved
To The
Alpine Shopping Center
Corner of
Alpine & Delaware
3406 Delaware
Stockton, CA. 95204
* i » *
i t 4 *

Phone: 465-5781
Fax:
465-5384

0«LY (2:15,450) 730.10:15 EARLYSHOW FRs-SUft (

CHOCOLAT (R)
OWLY-. <2-25.500) 7 40.1025 EARLYSHOW FIU-SJJH f

FINDING FORRESTER (PG13)

7:co, *0

amv <4-a»

I
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BC36 PACIFIC AVE STOCKTON 9c •

'SUGAR
SPICE
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LI^LY (i 15. AND
515) 7.33.
W 45 EARLY
SHCIAiS
SAVE THE LAST DANCE (PG13)
DAiLY. <2.03.4.30) 7 CB.9.35 EABLV SHOW FRFSU*f!* M

THIRTEEN DAYS (PG13)
OAiLY' 8,15

TRAFFIC (R)
P^LY: 3.30) 7:10,10:15 EARLY SHOWPRhStiM (12 ,5.

ITHE EMPERORS NEW GROOVE ( G )
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40Q?S:1C EARLY SHOW
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Top Ten
Top Ten goals for
your last semester
atUOP
10) Thank public
taxi... I mean public
safety for all those
wonderful rides
around campus
9) Sucessfully budget
your Summit "bonus"
dollars for once
in your life
8) Look into that
"Mentor" class you've
been hearing about
7) Cet heavily
inebriated, raise havoc
in Grace, and pass out
in the bathroom... just
for old time's sake
6) Attend a Pacific
Athletic event...no
joke... I'm serious here!
5) Start a peer group
to help you and your
fellow Greek members
to prepare for
life after your
fraternity/sorority
4) Start filling out
bankruptcy papers
instead of worrying
about student loans
3) Count up all those
notches behind your
headboard (Yes, all
one and a
half of them!)
2) Look for a job... if
that doesn't turn out...
start betting on horses
1) Write a good topten list... finally
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List your event in the calendar FREE.
Call Khaleda at 946-2115 and leave details of your event.

Entertainment in the Area

Jan. 30
"La Cenerentola"
Special one night only performance!
The Italian opera gives a slight twist
to the classic Cinderella story
depicting sibling rivalry, greed,
wealth and the quest for love.
Long Theatre 8 p.m.

Jan. 21-Apr. 1
"Samurai and Chrysanthemums'

Features Edo Perioa Woodblock
Prints and Meiji Period Bronze
Sculptures.
Lower West Gallery,
Haggin Museum
(209) 940-6300

Jan. 28
"Music at the Museum"

Concert showcasing talents of
pianist Wolfgang Fetsch and
violinist Anita Fetsch Felix,
known better as Duo Concertante.

Snatch

Continued from page 7
are likely familiar with Brad
Pitt, Benicio Del Toro and pos
sibly Vinnie Jones, there will
undoubtedly be an impres
sion made by these British
thespians. Brad Pitt reprises
his role as the churlish brute
of "Kalifornia," only this time
he is the Pikey bare-knuckle
boxer "One Punch' Mickey
ONeil" whose garbled Irish
brogue makes for incompre
hensible mutter that adds to
the humor of the situation.
His performance is vibrantly
balanced with Benicio Del
Toro's dynamic "Franky Four
Fingers" as a degenerate gam
bling diamond thief.
On a whole Snatch offers
powerful performances from
the entire cast. Alan Ford
blazes up the screen as odious
"Brick Top," a performance
that truly eclipses his role as
Jack in the English cult gang
ster flick "The Long Good Fri
day."
Vinnie Jones also
breaks through the mundane
with his archaic portrayal of
"Bullet Tooth Tony," a contact
criminal enlisted by "Cousin

Haggin Museum, 2:30-4 p.m.
(209) 940-6300
Feb. 2

"Recent Journeys"

One-person show by ceramics
sculptor Duane Ewing. Sculptures,
wall pieces and two-dimensional
drawings will be displayed.
Richard's Gallery, Modesto
6:30-9 p.m.
(209) 537-4273

Feb. 1-3
Brubeck Festival 2001

Concerts will be performed by the
Dave Brubeck Quartet, the
University Symphony and Choral
Ensemble.
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
(209) 946-2867

Feb. 3-11
"Aida"

opera sung in Italian with English
supertitles.
Modesto H.S. Auditorium
Tickets are $14-22,
Seating is reserved.
(209) 572-2867

Feb. 4-Apr. 8
"Allure of the East"
Features Near Eastern Decorative
Arts andEuropean Orientalist
Paintings.
Upper West Gallery,
Haggin Museum
(209) 940-6300

Feb.16
Saxophone legend Maceo Parker

The Fillmore, San Francisco
9:15 p.m.
Tickets are $23.50
(415) 243-8510

Townsend Opera Players present

Avi" (Dennis Farina) to find
"Franky Four Fingers" and
the missing 84-carat dia
mond. All the characters live
up to their monikers personi
fying bad habits and peculiar
traits.
Guy Ritchie digs at some of
Hollywood's dopiest attribut
es, like having the police ap
pear only when all of the
damage is done and the evi
dence destroyed and having
the protagonist face dire peril
only in the end to be re
deemed. This is not to mis
lead you into believing that
this is mainstream fare. Not
by a long shot. The film is
cutting edge artistic filmmak
ing at its best.
Ritchie assembles an amaz
ing cast and crew that devel
ops a vision of the seedy un
derworld into a two
dimensional reality that slaps
the taste right out of your
mouth. It is definitely not a
film for the placid fan who is
content with a less than extra
ordinary succession of
events. The editing alone will
dazzle and disturb with quick
flash cuts creating a spiraling
sense of alter-realism that

Bay Area Hot Spots!

To submit items to the Calendar
please call 946-2115
or send a fax to 946-2195.

generates a balanced relation
with time.
"Snatch," being one of the
first films to hit off the New
Year will undoubtedly prove
a formidable challenger. Guy
Ritchie has proven his worth
in the realm of the gangster
genre, and we can only wait

to see if his talents can tran
scend into other genres as
well.
46 YEARS of QUALITY
'Manny's"

a

y

'ON THE MIRACLE MILE

Drive Thru Espresso
SAN FELIPE

100% Pacific Coast Ground Fresh Chuck.
The livestock is fed the purest natural feeds,
without the use of hormones or antibiotics.
Experience the taste!

GRILL

Breast of Chicken Sandwich

• Whole Rotisserie Chicken
w/Beans, Rice, Salsa & Tortillas

• Famous Fresh Fish Tocos
• World's First Oyster Burrito
• Grilled Garlic I'rawns
• Black Beans
• Came Asada (grilled steak)
• Carnitas (roast pork)

Marinated
Carved from the Bone

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Breast of Turkey Sandwich
Rotisserie Roasted

BLT
Hand cut Apple Smoked Bacon

Always Fresh From the Sea
Our livestock is fed the purest nolura! feeds,
without the use of hormones or <mtibioli«
We use only 100% tanola oil, not hydrogeitoted.
50% lower in saturated fo! than soybean oil,
peanut, or otive oil.

2JJ
Compiled by
Brad Franca

2 0 0 1

952-6261
4601 Pacific Ave.

(one block south of March Lane)

Fish-N-Chips
Oysters-N-Chips
Fish Sandwich

All served with cole slaw.

Steamed Artichokes
We use only 100% Canola Oil,
NOT hvdrogenated. 50% Lower
in Saturated FAT than Soybean
Oil, Peanut or Olive Oil.

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

ATM, VISA, Discover & MasterCard

SPORTS
The Point Aftercontinued form page 12

so the Bills could win a Su
per Bowl, and Barry Bonds
could hit over .200 in the
post-season. I also hope to
go into acting after my mod
eling career.
Okay, so now that we've
established that I'm not Emi
ly, nor am I much of a Miss
January, let me give you
something serious to sink
your teeth into. They say
opinions are like... well you
know what they say, every
body's got one. Though I
think some people must be
without, because I definitely
have more than my share. I
love sports, I can never get
enough, and because I love
to talk sports, and hate to
look like a moron, I try to
I know at least a little some
thing about everything. And
I that's exactly what the newlook The Pacifican Sports is
going to be, a little bit of
everything.
More features, more pho
tos, more stats, standings,
and analysis. We will deliver
all that Pacific sports has to
offer, and because we are not
just Tigers' cheerleaders,
I you'll be getting more pro
I and national coverage as
well. And most of all, I
promise not to always sound
like a used car salesman try
ing to push a sale on you
anymore.
One of the new features
you'll be seeing this semes
ter is a guest columnist spot.
Each week I want to bring
you the voice of a different
Pacific athlete, a little some
thing straight from the
source, that even the best
sportswriter couldn't pro
vide. Because the semester is
short, not everyone will get a
I shot to get their voice out
I there, so athletes, if you're
interested, let us know be
cause the spots are filling
pretty quickly.
So here's to a killer semes
ter,
getting
Michael
Olowokandi off the Clip
pers, and completing the hat
trick with the President's
I Cup!
...oh, and Scott Boras, if
you're out there... you wan
na show off your Pacific
pride and negotiate me a
deal with ESPN the Maga
zine? Graduation's coming
soon, and though I won't get
you A-Rod type commis
sion, it's always good to
have friendly media ties,
right??

THE PACIFICAN

In case you hadn't noticed,
and judging by the attendance,
you haven't, Pacific has itself
two powerhouse volleyball
teams. The women had their
run, and now that spring has ar
rived, the men are ready for
their turn to show off.
Playing in the MPSF, easily
the nation's premiere confer
ence, the Tigers were certainly
not disappointed to have a pair
of matches to get themselves go
ing before opening conference
play against top ranked Pepperdine.
Doing what all teams love to
do, opening at home, Pacific
hosted Ball State on Jan.13, and

While

Swimming
The men went 2-2 over the
break, beating Villanova and
Cal Poly soundly (on the
strength of a pair of big perfor
mances from the ever depend
able Matt Smart), while the
women fared much better, last
ing the entire break without a
loss (4-0). Among their victims
was last year's Big West Confer
ence champ Nevada.
Men's Volleyball
Despite a difficult schedule,
the Tigers managed to go 2-2
over the break, but lost a heartbreaker to No.1 Pepperdine in

started off the season with a
bang. The match would be a five
game thriller that would see Pa
cific take the first (30-24) and
third (30-25) games, only to
have Ball State answer by taking
the second (26-30) and fourth
(28-30). The fifth would be
much the same, but the Tigers
emerged the victors (15-12), tak
ing the match 3-2.
Heading out of town, the
Tigers found themselves in San
ta Cruz to lock up with the
UCSC FightingSlugs. Much the
way a tiger would do to a slug in
the wild, Pacific tore UCSC
apart.
Fans who blinked too fre
quently likely missed the match
altogether as the Tigers swept

were out

Came of the Week
Men s Hoops vs.

vacation updates

the MPSF opener. Leading the the beginning of conference
way statistically are Tim Ger- play 4-0, the Tiger's best start
ifr iftf4'4^
/ Same' Aaron ever (in any conference). Getachtfogel at 2.45 digs/ game, ting it done for the women is seTamas
at 12.36 nior Millie Kimpton with a
assists / game, and Dan Hoefer team-high 6.9 boards / game
n v blocks/8ameand all-world Selena Ho with
Basketball
team-bests of 14.9 ppg, and 38
I laying perhaps their best treys. Ho took the Big West
ball of the season, the men Player of the Week honors for
break 8oin8
the week of Jan. 8, while the
f!rtoDrOU,?
5-2 (3-2 Big West), led by senior
Peter Heizer's team best 11.6 r————————
points/game, and Mike Hahn's
/"I
4.3 boards/game. Not to be out- •
T T A ¥*1 A Ml
done, the women have also
I «| I l\ l>C /• 1%
gone 5-2, steamrolling through
•]/""» I I /"• I lj

ing to first 100
Utah State
students!
Tonight at 7:00! $50 prize for
most spirited
Its time we
outfit!
show the Big
$ 100 prize for
West where the most spirited
nastiest place to group!
play is. Hey
Aggies, be
Let's run these
afraid... be very chumps out of
afraid!
town and show
ESPN who really
Free pizza and
deserves the
courtside seatshowtime!

BWC's best 6th man, Pac::
freshman Nancy Dinges tc
the award this week after ave:
aging 16.5 points and 4.0 bo ar:
off the bench last week.
Water Polo
Over the break a pair
Tigers, Chris Lund, and Edca
Wisniewski both garnered A!
America honors (both hor.;:
able mention).

A Temple-Inland Financial Services Compan
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/omen's Hoops

lontinued from page 12

Taking advantage of the Tii lack of speed and defense,
re Tigers fired out of the shoot
Jn an 8-0 run, and never looking
ack Spanning the final minutes
If the first half, and opening
linutes of the second, Pacific
attled off a 16-0 run, led by
eshman Nancy Dinges who
early seemed unable to missif
; had tried. When all was said

and done, the Tigers had run
away with the game 71-43. Lead
ing all scorers was Dinges with
18, and joining her in double fig
ures was Kimpton with 10, and
Ho with 11 points along with six
boards, six assists, and three
steals.
The same trio would lead Pa
cific to its second Big West win in
as many tries just two days later;
a 61-46 drubbing of UC Irvine.
This time it would be Ho with a
team-high 16 points, with

Dinges close behind with 15, as
well as six boards, and Kimpton
with 11 points, eight boards.
Finally taking their show on
the road the Tigers paid a visit to
lowly Boise State, leaving them
battered, beaten, and on the bad
end of a 68-54 score. In the con
test, Meeker was the one to get
loose, striking for a career-high
20 points to lead a quartet of dou
ble-digit scorers that included
Dinges (14), d'Hondt (11), and
Kimpton (10).

PAGE 11

Campus Recreation
Are you ready for bathing suit weather?Start now. Baun Fit
ness Center is offering classes Tues. & Thurs. from 6:30-7:15 to
work on Abs/Glutes starting 1-22-01. For more information
contact the Baun Fitness Center @ 946-2811.
IFs time once again for Intramural Basketball- entries close
Jan. 31st. Stop by Campus Recreation for an entry form. Entries
for Racquetball close Feb.1st and play commences on Feb. 5th.
Anyone interested in Bowling; (Team or Individual), entries
Open Jan. 29th. Bowling is a one-day event- located at West
Lane Bowl Feb.9th - Contact Campus Recreation at 946-2738.

"luest Columnist

olleyball's Tamas serves one up for fickle fans
LHRIS TAMAS

less hours of hard work, we
dream of this everyday, and
wish to pack more fans into
The vol-1
Spanos than just section "J."
feyball team
Unfortunately, this is also the
|as had a
dream of many other teams on
emendous
campus. Water Polo, Tennis,
eason. The 1
Swimming, Soccer, Baseball,
pam is playing for a shot at the Softball, Cross Country, Golf,
National Championships, and Field Hockey, and Men's Vol
lants the Spanos Center leyball all seem to have more
lacked with thousands of participants than fans. Accord
creaming Pacific students and ing to last year's records, our
focktonites. Side outs. Thun- team enjoyed an average atten
ering kills. Amazing digs.Stu- dance of just 248 fans, while the
efying rallies. Mind boggling Women's team averaged 2047;
locks. Could it get any better? Men's Basketball averaged
The answer is: yes! This 3540. What's even more dis
liould be the scene at the heartening is that there are oth
ten's volleyball games. For the er sports that suffer more than
'teen of us who put in count us. For example, the Softball
luest Writer

and Field Hockey teams, aver
age around 60 fans per game.
I feel that people are not at
tending these games, for one,
because our campus is of small
population. Two, at UOP we
are fortunate to have a busy
campus. With so many options,
and not many people I can see
why some of us don't have the
attendance at our games that
we would like. Finally, sad but
true, we don't wear spandex.
What I can't understand is
how students, and the people
of Stockton, find time for the
Men's and Women's Basketball
and Women's Volleyball
games, yet can't find times for
any other sport. It could be
you've never seen any other

sports besides our popular
ones and it scares you to stray
from the "norms" our society
has taught us. For example,
when we travel, half the people
we talk to don't even know
men play collegiate volleyball,
and the other half call us "a
waste of height" because we
aren't basketball players.
Despite attendance numbers
from the past and the slant of
American society, I feel there is
still hope for some teams. I es
pecially have high hopes for
our team, because some
schools in our league have
made Men's Volleyball a social
phenomenon. Both Hawaii and
BYU average nearly 6,000 bois
terous fans every game! Our

team is lucky to total 6,000 fans
in two seasons.
Like I said before, a lot of
people just haven't seen us
play. In comparing Men's and
Women's Volleyball, our game
is much more physical. We
jump higher, jump serve hard
er, hit with more power, and
make more forceful blocks de
spite playing on a higher net.
Traditionally, high impact
sports flourish in our nation, at
all levels, so I ask you, why
aren't you at these games? Why
don't you choose to watch
Men's Volleyball? I personally
challenge you to expand your
horizons, and come out to
watch games of our other thir
teen sports. Go Tigers!

igers start road back to the Big Dance
HE PACIFICAN

With each passing month
inging us ever closer to the
adness of March, the Tigers
in certainly look back on Janiry as it comes to a close, and
lei pretty good about where
ey are.
With a dozen wins, the
gers already have more wins
>an they amassed all of last
:ason, and with a 4-2 conferice record, are in good shape
:hind only Utah State and
>ng Beach State.
As conference play kicked
f, Pacific would find itself
'tting things going at home,
the opener, the Tigers would
ake quick work of Fullerton
ate, beating the Titans down
'-50 behind big nights from
nior Peter Heizer (19 points,
>oards), and Eli Kiedrowski
io pulled in a team-high sevrebounds in just 15 minutes.
Two days later the Tigers
ould host UC Irvine, losing
of those games you have
win at home 85-80. Despite
e loss, Maurice McLemore
ook down Irvine defenders

for 33 points on
7-11 shooting
from down
town.
Next up for
Pacific would
be a pair of
tough
road
games.
The
first was at
Boise State,
and would be
one of those
games that is
always great to
win on the
road, 79-73.
Heizer
(15
points,
5
boards, 5 as
Top: Mike Preston throws
sists) led a
down
the high percentage
group of five
shot. Right: Nate Davis
Tigers in dou
initiates the Pacific offense
ble-figures.
Getting in on
as the Aggies
the action were Mike Preston
tough defense, the rowdy
(11), Tom Cockle (11), Mike
crowd helped get Pacific ter
Hahn (10), and Jono Metzgerminally out of rhythm, drop
Jones (10).
ping the Tigers 73-59.
The back end of the roadie
Back home to recover, the
would be a stop in Logan to
Tigers
got a chance to take out
rumble with defending BWC
their
frustrations
on visiting
champs Utah State. As much
Cal Poly. For the second time

in the young conference sea
son, Pacific had five scorers
reach double-digits in the 8676 win. Hahn dropped in 16,
Heizer 14, and Preston had 12.
Guard Nate Davis was good
for another dozen on a perfect
shooting night, 2-2 from the
floor and 6-6 from the line.
Also" getting his was center
Ross Mills who went Sam
Perkins on the 'Stangs defense,
draining four
treys, hitting
for 14 points.
This Mon
day night Pa
cific won an
ugly,
but
thrilling victo
ry at Idaho,
dropping the
Vandals 62-61.
Heizer did the
damage with
19 points, while Tim Johnson
had eight of each, points and
rebounds, in just 16 minutes of
work.
Tonight the Tigers can get
revenge on visiting Utah State
at 7:00pm, in the Spanos Cen
ter.
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Travel

1-800-2COUNCIL
counciltravel.com
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Losing sucks, so Tigers don't d
JOSH MONTERO

Sports Editor

THE POINT
AFTER
JOSH MONTERO

Sports Editor
joshmontero@aol.com

Regardless how magnificent
or repulsive, all things in this
world must eventually come to
an end, and the sporting world
is certainly no different. Willie
Mays left the Giants, Joe Mon
tana left the 49ers, Ralph Samp
son left the Rockets, and now
our own Emily Davidson has
taken her leave of The Pacifican.
While some of you may find
yourselves awash with sorrow,
I'm sure others of you will be
pleased, and because I get her
job, I must admit that I'm not
exactly heartbroken either.
Having spent more time here
at Pacific than much of the fac
ulty, I, as the elderly senior, feel
much like Florida State's Chris
Wienke. However, since college
sportswriting awards no Heisman Trophy (what would the
statuette look like anyway,
some dude striking a pose with
his typewriter clutched tight
into his left arm?) or bowl game
appearances, I suppose I can
make up for it by writing intelli
gent, insightful, and witty
columns each week ... or pre
tending to anyway.
Now, as the new Sports Edi
tor, I thought that I should take
a moment to introduce myself.
Hi, I'm Josh. I'm 23 years old,
and a Leo; I'm 5'10, and have
brown hair and green eyes. My
turn-ons include triple-doubles,
no-hitters, and conference
championships. My turn-offs
include myopic alumni, home
losses, and negative assist-toturnover ratios. If I had one
wish, it would be to freeze hell
See The Point After, page 10

Regardless what any calendar
might tell you, 2001 is looking to
be the Year of the Tiger.
Since the dawn of the new
year, Pacific has already met and
demolished four Big West Con
ference opponents, and were a
critical blown call and a missed
desperation three away from up
setting powerhousePepperdine.
Not to mention junior Selena
Ho's feat of becoming Pacific's
most prolific career three-point
shooter (and currently ranks
12th in the nation hitting 2.9 treys
per game). Her current total of
176 puts her 17 ahead of the pre
vious record (159) held by Tine
Freil, and leaves her just57 shy of
the Big West Conference record
of 233.
The Tigers' 4-0 start in confer
ence is their best ever, regardless
of conference played in, and
their current four game winning
streak ties the team's best under
head coach Sherri Murrell. Al
ready a half game up on four
time defending BWC champs
UCSB, this is quickly shaping up
to be Pacific's year.
Though before Big West play
got underway, the Tigers hosted
a final tuneup with the Waves of

Junior guard Selena Ho shoots

Pepperdine. Neither team had
any intentions of backing down,
and the two would match each
other blow-for-blow all night.
Both Pacific and Pepperdine
put together runs of five points
or better on five separate occa
sions, but it was chemistry that
kept the Tigers in it. Leading the
Pacific charge was point guard
Ho, who was nearly unstop
pable, tying a career-high with
six triples and a flawless 9-9
night from the line. While Ho's

blocks) got it done in
limiting Pepperdine's st
chances, and forcing
ers to shoot from outside. 1
roughly half a minute i
ing, Ho was hacked
tempting to drive the
give Padfic the lead,
no whistle, and while
be the Tigers' best shot
ahead late, it would
last.
I
After a Pepperdine free-r
made the lead two (71-6V
dfic inbounded the ball to :
guard Dolinda Meeker
with just two seconds to
|with, made a move
f desperation three
g have been the game.
I nately for the Tigers
tion, 35 foot shots r
down the old record
find their mark, and
game-high 27 points was cer would be no different.
tainly valuable (and also put her
Seeming far mo:
over the1000 point threshold for with their performam
her career), it was perhaps the appointed by the loss,
play of Pacific's posts who near used their momeni
ly helped the Tigers steal the improving team ch
show.
guide them into Big
"If a team wants to go inside,
Their first test wo
great," said senior forward Millie much of one at all, as
Kimpton. "Anyone who wants were able to open c
to go inside, I can stop them."
play by hosting the o-for
Kimpton (19 points, 10 son Titans of Fullerton
boards) and freshman center
See Women's Hoops,
Gillian d'Hondt (9 boards, 3

A new tradition for UOP's 150th
JOSH MONTERO

Sports Editor

Like it or not, those of us
logging considerable hours
with televised sports, have be
come increasingly bombarded
with ads for the joke of a foot
ball league, the XFL. So how
exactly is it that these guys are
"extreme" but still wear pads
and helmets?
One group of athletes far
more qualified for the label of
"extreme" are those who sacri
fice their bodies for the game
of mgby.
Named for the famed Rug
by School, where the game
originated in 1823 in England,
Rugby is a sport dripping with
tradition, and one played in

over 80 countries worldwide.
Here at Pacific, the tradition is
still in the process of being
built, with rugby having hit
the campus in the early 90's,
and still only now in its infan
cy.
Thus far, rugby exists as a
club sport, which essentially
means the players and coaches
make it happen without finan
cial backing of the university.
With no scholarships with
which to recruit players, the
squad has made due with the
bodies the}' could round up
around campus. However, all
too frequently, spring would
see the team dissipate as play
er after player gave up rugby
in favor of spring rush.
This year however, things

are changing.
"Rugby is almost its own
fraternity," said Pacific rugby
player Steven Salesman. "It's a
very close knit group of peo
ple from all the schools here."
Unlike years past, heading
into this weekend's big first
game with Cal Maritime, the
rugby squad has a solid 17
players, allowing a little
breathing room over the 15 re
quired to be on the field simul
taneously.
Though as the team finds it
self solidifying, getting itself
together, their lack of funds
threatens to derail their efforts.
Not about to just roll over, the
group got themselves together
and have planned a fund-rais
ing drawing to be held next

week in the McCaffrev
By tantalizing passers by v
a gorgeous, new snowbo:
this could very well be
year Pacific rugby has bobplayers and the funds to bu
a successful season, and p
haps the foundation ur
which an officially fundi
competitive Pacific tea
m i g h tb eb u i l t . •
"It's civilized warfare," sa
Salesman. "You could pun:
guy in the face, and the r-.
thing, you're walking off:
field with your arm arou
him."
No doubt rugby is an
tense sport, and fans can first hand at this Saturd:
match against Cal Marit:
on Brookside Field.

